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bstract. A novel compressing method of high dynamic range im-
ge based on fast integrated surround Retinex model is proposed in

his paper. The proposed method has two novelties. First, multiscale
urround images are integrated to a single surround field, which is
pplied to center/surround single-scale Retinex (SSR) model. The
ethod reduces the “banding artifact” seen in normal SSR and sim-
lifies the complicated computational steps in conventional multi-
cale Retinex. Second, the Gaussian pyramid method is introduced
o cut the computation time for generating a large-scale surround by
racing a “reduction” and “expansion” sequences using down and up
ampling followed by linear interpolation. The computational ex-
ense is dramatically saved less than 1 /100 for getting a surround
y Gaussian convolution with large kernel size. The proposed model
orked well in compressing the dynamic range and improving the
isibility in heavy shadow areas of natural color images while pre-
erving pleasing contrast.

2007 Society for Imaging Science and Technology.
DOI: 10.2352/J.ImagingSci.Technol.�2007�51:1�34��

NTRODUCTION
uman vision is a complicated automatic self-adaptation

ystem. It is capable of seeing over five orders in magnitude
imultaneously and can gradually adapt to scenes with high
ynamic ranges of over nine orders in magnitude. The cur-
ent display devices, such as cathode ray tube (CRT), cannot
apture the dynamic range more than 100:1. To recreate the
iewer’s sensation of the original scene in current display
evices, the high dynamic range (HDR) of the scene has to
e compressed to the low dynamic range of the device. This

s a difficult problem because the visual system is too com-
licated and current technique cannot yet understand it
ompletely.

The many published papers on HDR image compres-
ion are classified into two groups: Spatially-invariant tone
eproduction curve (TRC) and spatially-variant tone repro-
uction operator (TRO) methods.1 TRC operates pointwise
n the image data which is actually based on the global
daptation of human vision. Algorithms by Tumblin et al.,2

umblin and Rushmeier,3 belong to this catagory. Pattanaik
t al.4 proposed a time-dependent method based on the time
daptation of human vision, which also uses the global ad-
ptation models. TRO uses the spatial structure of the image
ata and attempts to preserve local image contrast. The al-
orithm by Chiu et al.5 belongs to this catagory. TRC is

eceived Sep. 12, 2005; accepted for publication Jun. 6, 2006.
062-3701/2007/51�1�/34/10/$20.00.
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imple and efficient, but at the expense of local contrast loss
ecause of processing the whole image with a single curve.
RO, which is traditionally based on a multiresolution de-
omposition algorithm, such as Gaussian decomposition,
orks well in measuring and preserving local image con-

rast. However, any methods can model only a part of the
omplicated adaptation process of human vision.

This paper follows the method of TRO, but presents a
ew idea based on the Retinex theory of the human vision
rocess. Retinex is a typical method of TRO and has been
roadly used in image processing, such as color image ap-
earance improvement,6,7 and also HDR image compres-
ion, e.g., by Carrato8 who adopts a rational filter substitut-
ng for a Gaussian filter. Human vision can see the world
ithout being affected by the spatially nonuniformity of il-

umination and the color of the illuminant, with what we
all lightness and color constancies. Based on these charac-
eristics, Land and McCann proposed Retinex.9–14 Retinex is
ery useful in color image processing and has been improved
uring past forty years. Multiscale Retinex (MSR), generated
y the weighted sum of multiple single-scale Retinex (SSR),

s the most popular algorithm, because it can suppress the
anding artifacts around high contrast edges in SSR. Since
he optimization of weights is not easy,15 conventional MSR
imply applies equal weights to all scales of SSR but does not
lways give a satisfactory image. Kotera et al.6,7 proposed an
daptive scale-gain MSR to improve the color appearance in
onventional MSR, but the selection of scales and weights is
till complicated, and the computation cost is too expensive.

In this paper, a new fast and simple algorithm is pro-
osed without banding artifacts caused by the conventional
SR model. The proposed algorithm adopts an integrated
ultiscale surround image composed of several luminance

urround images to apply to the SSR model, which substi-
utes for the conventional integrated MSR composed of sev-
ral SSR. The Gaussian pyramid is introduced to generate an
ntegrated surround image quickly. The original image is
epeatedly down sampled and divided by 2 in width and
eight, and the coarsest down-sampled image on the top of

he pyramid is convoluted with the corresponding smallest
ize Gaussian filter, resulting in a surround image equivalent
o the largest kernel size, so that the computational expense
s dramatically reduced. By this model we get results com-
arable to the published papers in HDR image compression.
In the following sections, first, we review the recent
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rogress in Retinex models. Next we propose the integrated
urround Retinex algorithm, and third discuss the optimum
arameters and improvement in speed. In addition, HDR

mage compression gives some examples which demonstrate
ood visibility in heavy shadow while preserving pleasing
ocal contrast. Finally, we draw conclusions and insight into
ur future work.

ETINEX MODEL
he Retinex algorithm proposed by Land9–13 is based on

heir Mondrian experiments and was improved by McCann
t al.16 It is a classical vision model with forty years history
nd recently received attention again.17 Land suggested that
olor appearance is controlled by surface reflectance rather
han by the distribution of reflected light and proposed three
olor mechanisms for the spectral responses of the cone
hotoreceptors. He called these mechanisms Retinexes be-
ause they are thought to be some combination of retinal
nd cortical mechanisms.18

According to Land, human visual system has the func-
ions that recognize the world without being affected by spa-
ially nonuniform distribution of illuminant. Basically Ret-
nex is a model that eliminates the effect of the
onuniformity of illumination. Simply, the image I captured
y camera is equivalent to the product of the reflectance R
nd illuminant distribution L. According to R� I /L, we can
estore reflectance R from Image I by inferring illumination
.

Though various enhancements to the theory have been
roposed, its key feature is that the Retinex algorithm explic-

tly treats the spatial distribution of illumination. According
o the path-based model based on Mondrian experiments of
and and McCann,10 the luminance difference of two sepa-
ated points in the scene is obtained by the ratio of the
eighboring points along the path. When gray step patches
ith linear reflectance are lit by the illumination which has

he opposite gradient, the sequence of darkness appearance
s not changed regardless of whether each patch reflects the
ame amount of light physically, if the relative luminance
atios on the boundaries of each edge are traced. To estimate
he distribution of illumination L, various ways of taking
aths into account have been published. The random walk
odel18 computes the luminance product of each point

rom the distributed initial points in the image by a random
alk. The Poisson model19 approaches the spatial gradient in

llumination from the change in the second derivative of the
ignal and computes it by inversion. McCann-Sobel model20

teratively computes the luminance ratio along spiral paths
hile continuing to down-sample the image. Another itera-

ive model by Funt21 traces eight neighbors. The iterative
odel is a two-dimensional extension of the path-based
odel, where a new value is calculated for each pixel by

terative comparison.
The center/surround model simply estimates the lumi-

ance L around a pixel in consideration by averaging the
mage I with Gaussian filter. Based on the work by Land,13

ASA (Refs. 22–26) developed MSR model by integrating

ultiple SSRs with different scales and weights. Further- a

. Imaging Sci. Technol. 51�1�/Jan.-Feb. 2007
ore, a quadratic programming method minimizes a second
ifferential cost function by determining undefined Euler-
agrange coefficients under the constraint of a spatial
moothing condition for image and illumination. Because
he path-based model is complicated, the concise center/
urround model is selected in this paper. The reflectance
mage R�x ,y� is calculated by the ratio of center I�x ,y� to the
urround S�x ,y�, simply noted as R=C /S. The spatial dis-
ribution of illumination L�x ,y� is equivalent to surround,
hich is calculated by averaging the original image I�x ,y�
ith a Gaussian filter.

The most representative C /S MSR model of NASA is
rocessed in logarithmic space. The following equations de-
cribe the process:

RMSR
i �x,y� = �

m=1

M

wmRSSR
i �x,y,�m� ; i = R,G,B , �1�

RSSR
i �x,y,�m� = log

Ii�x,y�

Ii�x,y� � Gm�x,y�
; i = R,G,B , �2�

Gm�x,y� = Km exp�− �x2 + y2�/�m
2 �, � � Gm�x,y�dxdy

= 1. �3�

quation (2) expresses the output of SSR model as the ratio
f the center pixel C= Ii�x ,y� to the surround S= Ii � Gm,
here Gm denotes Gaussian averaging filter with scale m and

tandard deviation �m and the symbol � denotes convolu-
ion. The defect of SSR is a banding artifact appears around
igh contrast edges. A MSR model without banding artifact
as been developed by Jobson et al.,22–26 integrating multiple
SRs with different standard deviations �m and appropriate
eight wm as expressed by Eq. (1). However, the optimiza-

ion process of �m and wm is unclear and these parameters
ust be decided by trial and error. In addition, logarithmic

onversion accentuates the dark noise level in shadow region
nd the dynamic range expansion in the processed image
eeds to be limited. Furthermore, because the basic logarith-
ic model treats R, G, and B channels independently and

he dynamic range of each channel is normalized to the
ange of the display device, the color balance cannot be

aintained so that a wide uniform area in the image, such as
ky or wall tends to a gray world. Jobson et al.25 regulated
he range of the output image by lower and upper clipping
f the wide histogram. Rahman et al.26 improved the color
estoration with additional logarithmic terms corresponding
o each color band signal divided by the sum of color band
ignals. They call this model multiscale Retinex with color
estoration. Kotera et al.,6 proposed an adaptive scale-gain

SR model with stable and excellent color reproduction in
inear space without using logarithmic conversion. In this

odel, the surround image generated only from the lumi-
ance image is used for the R, G, and B channels in com-
on, which maintains the color balance. They also proposed
n automatic setting method for weights adapted to the scale

35
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ain. However, since the computation for weights needs the
istograms luminance SSRs corresponding to the multiple
cales and takes too much time with increasing Gaussian
ernel size, it still needs improvement for practical use.

NTEGRATED-SURROUND RETINEX MODEL
n this paper, we propose a concise new Retinex model dif-
erent from the conventional MSR. Our work is mainly
ased on the work of Kotera et al.6,7 First, we adopted linear
pace without logarithmic conversion to avoid instability for
oise and output range spreading in dark shadows. Second,
e used only the luminance channel to form the surround

or each color channel in order to keep color balance. The
ajor difference from Kotera’s method is that the new model

reates an integrated multiscale luminance surround from
ultiple luminance surround images by Gaussian filters
ith different standard deviation �m. The proposed model

an suppress unwanted banding artifacts as well as the adap-
ive MSR model of Kotera. We introduced the Gaussian
yramid to produce the integrated surround image, by
hich the convolution computation for smoothing the origi-
al image with a Gaussian filter was dramatically reduced.
he following subsection details improvements in our new
lgorithm.

ntegrated-Surround Retinex Algorithm
igure 1 illustrates the proposed integrated-surround Ret-

nex model. Instead of the weighting sum of multiple SSRs,
he proposed model integrates m=1�M different surround
mages Sm into a single surround image Ssum with adaptive
eight parameters w��m�. To keep color balance, Sm is cal-

ulated by convoluting the luminance image Y�x ,y� with the
aussian filter Gm with standard diviation �m as Eq. (6)

xpressed. The output of Eq. (4) is the ratio of the center
ixel Ii to integrated luminance surround Ssum and A is a
ain coefficient which will be discussed detailed in the com-
ng section on optimum parameters

SSRsum�x,y,�m� = A
Ii�x,y�

Ssum�x,y,�m�
;

i = R,G,B,A: gain coefficient, �4�

Ssum�x,y,�m� = �
m=1

M

w��m�Sm�x,y,�m� , �5�
Figure 1. Proposed Retinex model

6

Sm�x,y,�m� = 	Gm�x,y� � Y�x,y�
 ;

�m = 2m, Y�x,y�: luminance channel,

�6�

here

�
m=1

M

w��m� = 1. �7�

In the proposed method, M times of division is avoided
n the computation of multiple SSRs and replaced with the
asy summation instead. Figure 2(f) shows a sample ob-
ained from the SSR process by the proposed method by
ntegrating the three surround images of �m = �8 ,32,128�
ith uniform weight of 1/3. It does not provide the dra-
atic improvement in shadow appearance as does NASA as

hown in Fig. 2(d) or our previous adaptive scale-gain MSR
n Fig. 2(e), but it suppresses the banding artifact very well
n comparison with a conventional middle scale SSR in Fig.
(b) and is clearly better than the large scale SSR in Fig. 2(c).
n addition, contrast appears more natural without over em-
hasis in comparison with NASA in Fig. 2(d) or our previ-
us MSR in Fig. 2(e).

ptimum Parameters
he Retinex model aims to reproduce the original visual

mages, but in practice, the original scene is usually un-
nown unless the observer has seen the captured scene
tanding at the same place and the same time. Thus the
etting of the optimum parameters is difficult without the
riginal image. In this paper, as illustrated in Fig. 3, a test
cene “color block” under nonuniform illumination in our
aboratory is captured by a digital camera, then the camera
mage is modified using Adobe Photoshop™ by trial and
rror method until it is seen approximately matched to the
isual scene. The modified image is taken as a target image.7

To make a quantitative estimation for the proposed
odel and find the optimum parameters, the color differ-

nces �Eab
* between the visual target image and the pro-

essed images are evaluated in CIELAB color space as
ollows:

�Eab
* = ��L*2 + �a*2 + �b*2�1/2, �8�
using integrated surround.

J. Imaging Sci. Technol. 51�1�/Jan.-Feb. 2007
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�L* = LR
* − LV

* , �a* = aR
* − aV

* , �b* = bR
* − bV

* , �9�

here L*, a*, and b* are tristimulus values of CIELAB color
pace, R represents the results of proposed method, V rep-
esents target image

L* = 116 � f� Y

Yn
� − 16,

a* = 500 � f� X

Xn
� − f� Y

Yn
�� ,

b* = 200 � f� Y

Yn
� − f� Z

Zn
�� ,

f�t� = t1/3 for t � 0.008856

7.787t + 16/116 for t � 0.008856,
� �10�

here X, Y, and Z are CIEXYZ tristimulus values and Xn, Yn,
nd Zn are the CIEXYZ tristimulus values of the reference
hite point. Considering the computation expense and pro-

Figure 2. Sample by proposed Retinex m
Figure 3. Synthesis of target image visually matched to real scene.

. Imaging Sci. Technol. 51�1�/Jan.-Feb. 2007
essing speed, it is hoped to produce a MSR image from a
mall number of SSRs. Empirically, to produce a MSR image
ithout banding artifact, at least three SSR images are
eeded. As well, first, we used three scales �M=3� of sur-
ound images, small ��1 =2�, middle ��2 =16�, and large
�3 =128� to get an integrated surround in the proposed

ethod. Then we adjusted the weights w��m� to minimize
he color difference between the target image C and the pro-
essed output for the camera image B in Fig. 3. Figure 4
llustrates the results in the case of M=3. Because the pos-
ible number of combinations for the weights w��m� with
ain parameter A becomes too large, we cut the unnecessary
ests by observing the tendency of color difference changes
orresponding to each combination. First fixing the weight
��1� to 0.1, with the condition w��1�+w��2�+w��3�=1, a

ombination of w��2� and w��3� is changed. Next fixing
��2� to 0.1, a combination of w��1� and w��3� is also

hanged. When the gain A=0.8 and the weights w��1�
0.3, w��2�=0.1, and w��3�=0.6, the smallest color differ-

nce �Eab
* =8.6 is obtained. From the tendency of these color

ifference changes in Fig. 4, we can draw the conclusion that
ith the decrease in w��3�, the smallest color difference cor-

esponding to each combination tends to increase and goes

comparison with conventional methods.

igure 4. Color reproducibility by proposed model with three-scale sets
� =2,16,128�.
odel in
m

37
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p rapidly for w��3��0.5. Hence w��3��0.5 and large
cale �3 =128 are necessary. We verified this condition again
y fixing w��3� to 0.6 and 0.5, respectively, while changing a
ombination of w��1� and w��2�, and reached the same
onclusion, which is almost the same as reported by
oda et al.7

We can also draw another conclusion from the experi-
ents, namely that w��1� is more important than w��2� in

olor reproduction, because the smallest color difference in-
reased for w��2��w��1� when w��3� is fixed to around
.5. Thus we moved to the tests for the simpler case of two
cales where the middle scale �2 =16 is discarded and a com-
ination of small ��1 =2� and large ��3 =128� scales are
sed. The same test process is performed. Figure 5 illustrates

he results in the case of M=2. When the gain: A=0.8, and
eights: w��1�=0.4, w��3�=0.6, the best result �Eab

* =8.54
s obtained, which is a little bit smaller than the case of three
cales �M=3�, but considered to be almost the same color
eproducibility as the result with three surround images.

In addition, we also tested the color reproducibility for a
ifferent set of three scales (�1 =8, �2 =32, �3 =128). As

llustrated in Fig. 6, the minimum color difference �Eab
* is

btained when the gain A=0.8 and weights w��1�=0.2,
��2�=0.1, and w��3�=0.7, but it is a little bit worse than

hown in Fig. 4 �M=3� and Fig. 5 �M=2�.
The typical resultant images are compared with NASA

d) and our previous adaptive scale-gain MSR (h) in Fig. 7.
he best image with the smallest color difference for M=3
y the proposed model is shown in Fig. 7(e) and that for

=2 in Fig. 7(f), respectively. In a tested color block image,
anding artifacts are not seen in the reproduction by the
roposed integrated-surround Retinex model using only two
cales of luminance surround images.

mprovement in Fast Computation
he Retinex algorithm is very time-intensive due to a con-
olution between the original image and Gaussian filters in
Figure 7. Color reproducibility results by the proposed m

8

rder to calculate surround images. Particularly, as the ker-
el size of the Gaussian filter increases, the computation

ime dramatically increases. The proposed model has the
ame problem, too. For example, when using a Gaussian
lter with �=128 (kernel size=4�+1=513�513 pixels)

or the image size 1280�960, it took more than one hour
Pentium 1 GHz, Memory 256 MB, MATLAB). For practical
se, the time expense has to be reduced. Because time is
ainly consumed in calculating the surround image, the
aussian pyramid method is introduced to accelerate the

igure 5. Color reproducibility by proposed model with two-scale sets
�m=2,128�.

igure 6. Color reproducibility by proposed model with three-scale sets
�m=8,32,128�.
odel in comparison with conventional methods.

J. Imaging Sci. Technol. 51�1�/Jan.-Feb. 2007
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onvolution speed in this paper. The Gaussian pyramid sub-
titutes a large-scale convolution for a very small-scale one
hrough up/down-sampling and interpolation sequences.
ccordingly, the time expense is dramatically reduced.

The convolution process in Gaussian pyramid is illus-
rated in Fig. 8. First, the original luminance image g0�x ,y� is
laced at the bottom, and each successive higher level is a
maller version scaled down by 1/2 in width and height of
he previous level. Through the K step sequences, image
roup: g1 ,g2 , . . . ,gK is constructed. The image in level k is a
opy reduced in resolution by 2−k of the image g0�x ,y� in
evel 0, which characterizes the multiresolution pyramid
tructure. The up process from g0 to g1 , . . . ,gK is finished by
own-sampling the low-pass image by a Gaussian filter with
alf the rate.

In this paper, we used a low pass filter with coefficients
= �0.0500 0.2500 0.4000 0.2500 0.0500� approximated to
aussian, which is circularly symmetric without half-pixel
ffsets. It works very rapidly because it is symmetric and
pplied separately in the horizontal and vertical directions.2

esignating the 1/2 reduction function as Reduce, we ex-
ress the upward down-sampling Gaussian pyramid by Eq.
11),

gk = Reduce�gk−1� = Downsample1/2�Lowpass�gk−1��

Lowpass�gk−1� = m � gk−1; � means convolution.

m = �mij� = �wi · wj� ; i, j = 1,2, . . . ,5

w = �wi� = �0.05,0.25, . 0.4, . 0.25, . 0.05�:

lowpass filter coefficients. �11�

hen the reduced image gk at the required level K is ob-
ained, convolution with a small-sized Gaussian filter with
tandard deviation �K creates the reduced surround image

K corresponding to level K. Then SK is expanded to twice in
idth and height by interpolation and up sampled at twice

he rate. The process is repeated until the surround image S0

ith the same size as the original image is obtained. This
ownward up-sampling process is expressed by Eqs. (12)
nd (13),
Figure 8. Fast computation method for surround by Gaussian pyramid.

. Imaging Sci. Technol. 51�1�/Jan.-Feb. 2007
SK = gK � Gm�x,y,�K� , �12�

Sk−1 = Expand�sk� = Upsample2�Interpolate�sk�� ;

k = K,K − 1, . . . ,1. �13�

he surround Sm expressed in Eq. (6) can be substituted by

0, and according to the Gaussian pyramid, S0 can be ob-
ained by the K-step up-sampling process after convoluting

K with the Gaussian filter Gm��K�. Because the sizes of both

K and Gm��K� are reduced to 2−K �2−K, the computation
ime is dramatically reduced. To avoid the loss of original
mage information, in this paper the minimum image size of
he top level K image obtained by the down-sampling pro-
ess is limited to 32�32.

Table I gives examples of the computation time before
nd after Gaussian pyramid for two different size images.
or the original image g0 with size of 256�192, the size of
op image g2 is reduced to 64�48 after K=2 steps down
ampling. Because of �m =�K �2K, in this case of K=2, we
eed to compute the convolutions for �K =2,4 ,8 ,16,32,
quivalent to �m =8,16,32,64,128, respectively. For �m

64 and 128, before and after Gaussian pyramid the com-
utation time is reduced to about 1/10 and 1/15, respec-
ively. The time is further reduced with increasing �m. For
arger image size, 1280�960, after K=4 steps down-
ampling, the size of top image g4 is reduced to 80�60. As
able I(b) illustrates, we need only to compute �K =2,4 ,8,
quivalent to �m =32,64,128, respectively. The computation

Table I. Reduction in process time by Gaussian pyramid.

Image size

a� Scale
256�192

process time �s�
256�192�64�48�

process time �s�

m �m Normal Pyramid

3 8 0.29 0.24

4 16 0.75 0.24

5 32 2.40 0.39

6 64 9.13 0.90

7 128 166.3 10.65

Image size

b� Scale
1280�960

process time �s�
1280�960�80�60�

process time �s�

m �m Normal Pyramid

5 32 59.10 5.13

6 64 236.1 5.34

7 128 4118 9.29
39
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ime is reduced to about 1/10, 1/45, and 1/450 after the
yramid, respectively. The computation time is even more
ramatically reduced not only with increasing �m, but also
ith increasing image size. As shown in Table I(b), for image

ize 1280�960, the computation time is reduced to 1/443
or �m =128 after pyramid.

Since Gaussian pyramid processing uses the coarsest
own-sampled image version of the original image for com-
utation of the surround image, whether the Retinex image
uality is affected or not has to be re-estimated. Again we
valuated the color difference between the resultant images
fter Gaussian pyramid and the target visual image color
lock. As shown in Fig. 9, in the case of M=3 with

m = �2 ,16,128�, the smallest color difference �Eab
* =8.54 is

btained when gain A=0.65, w��m�=0.1,0.1,0.8. As well,
or the case of M=2 with �m = �2 ,128� in Fig. 10, the small-
st color difference �Eab

* =8.5 is obtained when gain A
0.6, w��m�=0.1,0.9. We also tested �m = �8 ,32,128�

quivalent to �K = �2 ,8 ,32� for the same condition as sub-
ection Optimum Parameters. Figure 11 illustrates the re-
ults. We obtain almost the same color reproduction accura-
ies through Gaussian pyramid processing.

Figure 12 gives some examples before and after Gauss-
an pyramid with the same parameters. The resultant image
ith Gaussian pyramid is much the same as the results with-
ut Gaussian pyramid. As visually observed in Fig. 12(a)
hrough (f), the three pairs of resultant images for [A=0.5,
��m�=1/3, �m =8,32,128], [A=0.6, w��m�=0.1,0.1,0.8,

m =8,32,128], and [A=0.8, w��m�=0.2,0.1,0.7,

m =8,32,128] resulted in much the same image appear-
nce with and without Gaussian pyramid, and bear com-
arison with NASA in (h). Because the true target image is
nknown in this outdoor scene, the optimal parameters may
e different from those of test target image color block. The

igure 9. Color reproducibility by proposed pyramid with three-scale
ets ��m=2,16,128�.

igure 10. Color reproducibility by proposed pyramid with two-scale
ets ��m=2,128�.
0

roposed system resulted in the excellent rendition (i) even
or the default parameters, A=0.5, w��1�=w��2�=0.5,

m =2,128 with Gaussian pyramid.

IGH DYNAMIC RANGE (HDR) IMAGE
OMPRESSION
he proposed model also worked well for HDR image com-
ression. Considering the computation time, we again
dopted the pyramid process to create the surround image.
e did not need any particular postprocess for normal LDR

mages after Retinex process to regulate the dynamic range.
ut for the most HDR images, a postprocess is necessary for
isplaying them onto normal LDR display devices. Here the

uminance channel is also applied to compute the surround
or our HDR image compression in order to maintain color
alance. First, we compute the integrated surround Retinex

mage YR�x ,y� for HDR luminance channel by

YR�x,y� =
Y�x,y�

Ssum

. �14�

Then we make use of YR to obtain the condition for
ompressing the HDR image to LDR image for the display
evice. We found that the histogram of YR is mostly concen-
rated in the lower range, while scattered in the middle to
igher ranges for our tested HDR images as illustrated in
ig. 13. Thus we divided the higher range of YR by large

nterval and the lower range by small interval not to lose the
etails. First, the histogram of YR is divided into two parts
Min-Mean] and [Mean-Max] by the mean value Mean.
econd, the pixel numbers Num1 less than Mean and Num2

arger than Mean are calculated respectively. Third, the ratios
f Num1 and Num2 to all pixel numbers are calculated by
qs. (15) and (16). Then, the bins are calculated by Eq. (17),

ratio1 =
Num1

Num1 + Num2

, �15�

ratio2 =
Num2

Num1 + Num2

, �16�

bin1 = 255 � ratio1; bin2 = 255 � ratio2. �17�

igure 11. Color reproducibility by proposed pyramid with three-scale
ets �� =8,32,128�.
m
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hen the two ranges of [Min-Mean] and [Mean-Max] are
niformly divided into bin1 and bin2 respectively. Accord-

ngly, the YR image is divided into 255, which provides an
mage which can be displayed on normal display devices,
xpressed by Yd�x ,y�. Finally, the compressed color image

di�x ,y� is reproduced by Eq. (18), where � denotes a gamma
orrection coefficient. In this paper, �=0.5 is used

Idi�x,y� = � Ii�x,y�

Y�x,y��
�

Yd�x,y� . �18�

igures 14–17 show some experimental results. For the next
art, the images in (a) by the proposed model are compared
ith those in (b) by Larson’s histogram adjustment
ethod.27In total, our results are much the same as Larson’s

esults in spite of its simple and fast algorithm. However,
nfortunately, our result in Fig. 14 looks worse than Larson’s
nd different from other samples. It has a drawback that the
ater drops on the right side glass door are overenhanced

hereby reducing its resolution. We have not found the cause
f this phenomenon yet, but it may come from an improper
hoice of weights and kernel sizes to create the integrated
urround. On the contrary, in Figs. 16 and 17, the proposed

ethod could display some areas visibly which are invisible
n Larson’s results.28

ONCLUSIONS
n this paper, a concise and fast Retinex algorithm different
rom conventional MSR is proposed by integrating multi-
cale surround images into a single surround. The proposed

odel worked as well as MSR in suppressing the banding

Figure 12. Sample
rtifacts obtained by conventional SSR. In addition, the c

. Imaging Sci. Technol. 51�1�/Jan.-Feb. 2007
omputation time was dramatically reduced by introducing
he Gaussian pyramid. This simple model worked nicely in
ppearance improvement for both normal LDR and HDR
mages with range compression. Retinex has a goal to repro-
uce the original scene just as the observer may have seen it.
o find the optimum parameters, we synthesized a target

mage on display visually matched to the real scene as ob-
erved by naked eye in the experimental room. A simple test
arget color block is captured under nonuniform illumina-
ion in the experimental room and used for evaluating the

proposed model.

igure 13. Histogram of luminance image by proposed Retinex of high
ynamic range image.
olor reproducibility. Finding more robust and stable pa-
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ameters in a full automatic mode for more complicated
arget images is left to future work involving psychophysical

igure 14. Bathroom: �a� by proposed model and �b� by Larson with
istogram adjustment.

igure 15. Memorial Church: �a� by proposed model and �b� by Larson
ith histogram adjustment.

igure 16. Win office: �a� by proposed model and �b� by Larson with
istogram adjustment.
ests.

2
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